
MILANO MONGOLFIERE WELCOMES 
YOU ONBOARD!



A balloon is the only aircraft with a 360° panorama, the passengers can just 
relax and can take photos of the spectacular scenery under.



)

Tiber Valley north of Rome

FLIGHT LOCATIONS

On board a hot air balloon you 
can fly over the most beautiful 
places in Italy, in fact we fly 
from: 

✓ Milano (San Colombano al Lambro),

✓ Mondovi (Piedmont)

✓ Rome (Magliano Sabina)



MEETING POINT

The appointment is at 06.00 am at BAR IL CASOTTINO, Via Grotte, OTRICOLI,
just 5 minutes by car from Park Hotel Sabina and 50 minutes drive from Rome Centre



WHO CAN FLY

We are not qualified to express an 
opinion concerning your fitness to 
fly and you must ensure that you are 
fit to fly.

You must not fly :

✓ if you are pregnant
✓ if you are suffering 

from any significant 
medical condition, or 
have recently 
undergone surgery.

✓ if you're not able to 
keep a correct 
landing position ( 
bend knees and keep 
the hands on the 
handles )

✓ if you are under the 
influence of alcohol 
and/or drugs.



FLIGHT INFORMATION

• All our flights are programmed to 
last approx. 1 hour. But allow at 
least 3-4 hours for the whole 
experience :

• Check-in

• Briefing

• Flight

• Local wine, cheese and salami 
after landing

• First flight Certificate

• Transport from landing area back 
to check in area

You can fly during all seasons, we start 
early at sunrise in the summer, and in 
some locations also two hours before 
sunset. 



Whether it is to reward your customers or reward your 
employees, a hot air balloon ride is one of the most 
appreciated and exclusive gifts.

TEAM BUILDING & 
INCENTIVE



AFTER LANDING
After landing we serve you local DOC wine, soft drinks 
and local products.

On request we also supply special meals and drinks



The pilot will sign your First Flight Certificate



Other activities in the area

✓ Guided Tour in the archeological Park of 
Ocriculum

✓ Wine tasting at Santoiolo in Otricoli



Milano Mongolfiere is one of the few CAA-
Italian Civil Aviation- certified commercial hot 
air balloon companies in Italy.
All our pilots are professional pilots, and our 

balloons are certified  by the Italian CAA -
ENAC
We have an insurance  due to European 

Union regulation EC 785/200.

CERTIFICATIONS



THEY 
HAVE 

CHOSEN 
US



Milano Mongolfiere  Srl
www.milanomongolfiere.com
info@milanomongolfiere.com
tel. 333 2768297 ,0382 1633599

Air Operator Declaration
Pilot School DTO 051

Milano Mongolfiere è una società certificata 
dall’Ente Nazionale per l’Aviazione Civile 

http://www.milanomongolfiere.com/
mailto:info@milanomongolfiere.com

